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POSITIVE DEFINITE MEASURES WITH APPLICATIONS

TO A VOLTERRA EQUATION

BY

OLOF J. STAFFANS

ABSTRACT.  We study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of the

nonlinear Volterra integrodifferential equation

(.) At) + f¿g(x(t-T)) dn(T) =/(f),

with a positive definite kernel ji.   In particular, we give new sufficient condi-

tions on the kernel /i, which together with standard assumptions on / and ;

yield results on boundedness and asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (*)•

Our proofs are based on the theory of distribution Fourier transforms.

Introduction.  A real nonlinear Volterra integrodifferential equation with a

convolution kernel is an equation of the form

(1) x\t)+S[a(t-f)g(x(j))dT =M    (0<f<~);    X(0) = x0,

where a, g and /are given real-valued functions, x0 is a given real constant, and

x is the unknown solution (prime denotes differentiation). We are basically in-

terested in asymptotic properties of a solution of (1) such as the boundedness on

[0, °°) of a solution, and the question of whether a solution x satisfies

(2) lim g(x(0) = 0
r-+oo

(with the appropriate assumptions on a, / and g the condition (2) will imply

hm^,,, jc'(r) = 0, and the existence of brn^^ x(t)).

In the existing literature on this nonlinear problem the hypotheses on g and

/have, in general, included g 6 C(-°°, °°), fE iHO, °°), and we shall assume

throughout that these two conditions are satisfied (however, in some recent pa-

pers the condition /6 ¿'(0, °°) has been relaxed to lim^^ /(f) = 0, but then

stronger conditions are needed on a and g, see [10, Theorem 2.5], [13, Theorem

8a] and [15, Theorem 3] ; sometimes also certain perturbation terms of bounded

variation have been allowed, see [6, Theorem 1], [12, Theorem 1] and [16,
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Theorem (5.7)]). The first studies on the asymptotic properties of (1) were re-

stricted to the special case of a nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex kernel a,

and for some time this was the case most intensively investigated, see e.g. [6],

[9], [11], [12] and [14]. The earliest attempt to generalize some of these re-

sults to positive definite kernels (in the sense of Bochner, or even more generally,

in the sense of Cooper [2] ) was made by Halanay [4], using a Popov type tech-

nique. A further development of his approach has resulted in a unified theory

which covers most of the known results for convex kernels (here we restrict our

attention to theorems which permit truly nonlinear functions g, and not only

small perturbations of linear functions). The following paragraph contains a very

brief discussion of this positive definite case, and for more details we refer the

reader to [18] and to §6 below.

One can prove boundedness of the solutions of (1) using weaker assump-

tions than are needed to prove (2) (this is not necessarily true if one relaxes our

requirement / G L!(0» °°))- Positive definiteness of the kernel a together with

some sign and growth conditions on g at infinity implies boundedness of the solu-

tions of (1), and an additional positivity condition on the kernel (together with

a tauberian condition) then implies (2). This additional condition on the kernel,

originally discovered by Halanay [4], and later named strong positive definite-

ness by MacCamy and Wong [16], demands that one be able to subtract an expo-

nential from the kernel and still have something which is positive definite. Most

nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex kernels are strongly positive definite; how-

ever, there exist some that are not strongly positive definite, but for which one

can show that a solution x of (1) satisfies (2), see [6, Theorem l(ii)] and [18,

§4]. In [21] we introduced a new concept, strict positive definiteness, which is

weaker than strong positive definiteness, but which still implies (2). The main

purpose of this study is to show that strict positive definiteness of the kernel a

is equivalent to strict positivity of the real part of the Fourier transform of a.

This is analogous to the fact that positive definiteness of the kernel a is equiva-

lent to nonnegativity of the real part of the Fourier transform of a (see § 1 be-

low). In particular, all nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex kernels, for which

the solutions of (1) are known to satisfy (2), are strictly positive definite.

We have based our treatment below on the concept of positive definite,

locally finite Borel measures rather than on the concept of positive definite, lo-

cally integrable functions. This greater generality, which is quite desirable for the

applications to Volterra equations, causes no major additional difficulties. We

first study the properties of positive definite measures (Definitions 1.2 and 1.3

below) and their Fourier transforms in §1. After that we investigate strictly pos-

itive definite measures (Definition 2.1) in §§2-3. To facilitate a comparison

with earlier results, in particular those concerning strong positive definiteness, we
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study the Laplace transforms of positive and strictly positive definite measures in

§ §4-5.  Finally, in §6 we give two theorems on the solutions of a slightly gener-

alized version of (1), concerning the existence and boundedness of solutions and

the validity of (2), together with some supplements on the uniform continuity of

the solutions on [0, °°).

We shall throughout use the following function, measure or distribution

spaces, defined on an interval (a, b) (this open interval is used only for illustra-

tion, and can sometimes be replaced by a half-open or closed interval; the speci-

fic interval (-°°, °°) will frequently be left out from the notation):

C(a, b): continuous functions,

C°°(a, b):  infinitely differentiable functions,

BV(a, b):  functions of bounded variation,

Lx(a, b):  Lebesgue integrable functions,

L2(a, b):  Lebesgue square integrable functions,

L°°(a, b):  essentially bounded, measurable functions,

M(a, b):  see Definition 1.1 and Remark 1.1,

P(a, b):  see Definition 1.1 and Remark 1.1,

SP(a, b):  see Definition 2.2,

PD{a, b):  see Definitions 1.2 and 1.3,

SPD{a, b):  see Definition 2.1,

Via, b):  C°° functions with compact support in (a, b),

V{a, b):  distributions [22, p. 24],

5:  rapidly decreasing testfunctions [22, pp. 233-234],

S'-  tempered distributions [22, p. 237],

B':  bounded distributions [22, p. 200].

We shall also use the following notations (<£ stands for an element of some func-

tion space, and u for an element of the corresponding dual space, e.g. ip £ V and

u e v'y.
(¡p. u): u evaluated at <p,

lp: complex conjugate of ¡p,

Ü: (ip, «> = <^T«>,
¿: ¿(w) = XI rt0e-,wf dt (-«o < co < «),

û: dp, û) = (¡p, u),

£: £(i) = ¡pX-t),
ïï: dp, u) = Çp,u),

n = {s G Cl Re s > 0},

«*: m*(s) = (es, u) (s € IT), where es(t) = é~st (-<» < t < °°),

f*g-(f* g)(t) = JC fit - r)g(T) dT (see also [20, Definition 7.18] ),

/•r(/°iX*)«/W<».
IjuI: the total variation measure of ju.
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With the exception of §6 all our functions, measures and distributions are

complex-valued, unless explicitly stated otherwise. We identify a measure ju (or

a function) with a distribution by the formula <v, ju> = fT» <¿>(f) dp(t) (<p G V)-

The word "positive" is used as a synonym to "nonnegative", and we write

"strictly positive" whenever we want to exclude zero. We extend all functions

and measures, defined on some interval /, to (-<», °°) by zero outside /, unless

we give a specific statement to the contrary (so e.g., V(0, °°) C £>(-<», °°), but

C[0,oo)<£ C(-°o,oo)).

1. Positive definite measures. In this section we give the basic results on

positive definite measures and their Fourier transforms. These measures form a

subclass of Schwartz's positive definite distributions, which contains all positive

definite functions in the sense of Cooper [2]. The proofs are based on [22].

Definition 1.1. By a locally finite (Radon) measure n on (-», °°) Qx G

M(-°°, o«)) we mean a complex-valued set function that restricted to subsets of

compact sets of(-°°, °°) is a complex Borel measure. By M[0, °°) ("locally fi-

nite measures on [0, °°)") we mean the subclass ofM(-°°, °°) vanishing on (-°°,

0).  The class of positive, locally finite, Borel measures on (-<», °°) is denoted by

P(-oo, oo).

Remark 1.1.  One can identify Af(-°°, °°) with the class of distributions of

order zero [22, p. 25], M[0, °°) with the class of distributions of order zero, van-

ishing on (-<*>, 0), and P(-°°, °°) with the class of positive distributions [22, p. 29].

We shall make frequent use of these identifications without any further comments.

Definition 1.2.   A measure p. G M[0, °°) is positive definite (ju G PD[0, °°))

if for every T>0 and for every <p G C[0, T],

(M) Re{-f[o,rj ̂ fl0,t] *' ~ T) *(T) dt) > °-

Definition 1.2 is a straightforward generalization to measures of the class

of positive definite functions used in [4], [16], [18] and [21]. A seemingly

slightly different class of positive definite functions, defined on (-<», °°) instead

of [0, °°), has also been studied, e.g. by Cooper [2]. His definition generalizes

to measures as follows:

Definition 1.3.   A measure v G M(-°°, °°) is positive definite (v G

PD( -oo, oo)) if for every T>0and for every <p G L2(-T, T),

(1.2) f,   „ „., W) f, , <Kt - t) dv(T) dt > 0.
\      > J[-T, T] Jlt-T,t+T] '      w

Note that the double integral in (1.2) is required to be real, and that a

larger class of functions ip is admitted.

Remark 1.2. The easiest way to avoid measurability problems in (1.2) is

to replace an arbitrary, Lebesgue measurable <p by a Borel measurable ipx, which
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is equal to <¿> a.e. [m] (m denotes Lebesgue measure). The measure v restricted

to [-2T, 27] is finite, and one can then use Fubini's theorem to show that the

integral in (1.2) is well defined, i.e. absolutely convergent and independent of

<p¡ as long as (¿>j = <p a.e. [m].

Remark 13.  Extending\p to (-°o, °o) to be zero outside [-T, T\ and us-

ing Fubini's theorem one can write (1.2) in the form

(1.3) <V$,v)>0.

The classes PD[0, °°) and PD(-°°, °°) are closely related to each other; in

fact they are essentially equivalent in a certain sense:

Theorem 1.1.   Let ¿t G PD[0, <*>). Define v G M(-°°, °°) by

(1.4) v = /! + ?•

Then v EPDfr00,00). Conversely, let v 6PZ)(-°°, °°).   Take any real number a

and define ß G M [0, °°) by

(1.5) ß(E) = ÇA + cd)v(E n {0}) + vÇE n (0, °°))

for every bounded Bore! set E C (-°°, °°). Then p EPD[0, °°). Moreover, every

v E PD(-°°, °°) satisfies v = V (in particular, v({ 0}) is real), and hence the restric-

tion (1.5) followed by the extension (1.4) reproduces the original measure v.

Remark 1.4.   With the exception of the point {0}, formula (1.5) simply

defines the restriction of v to [0, °°), whereas (1.4), again with the exception of

the point {0}, defines v to be the extension to (-<», °°) of ju satisfying v = V.

Formulas (1.4) and (1.5) are equivalent provided v = V and a = Im {m({0})}.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. Let u G M[0, °°), and define v by (1.4).  Tlien for every T >

0 and for every ip E C[0, T],

(1.6)

= lA Í Wi f,        , ip(t - t) dv(j) dt.

Proof of Lemma 1.1.   Substituting ¡j. for v according to (1.4) one gets

W) I <& - t) du(r) dt
J[o,T] *KJJ[t-T,t] ^       '    K '

(1.7) =f «0 f <p(i + r) dW) dt
y    ' Jlo,T)VK' J[o,T-t]Yy       '     w

+ Í W)\        <p(t - t) dii(r) dt.
J[o,T] ^ ' ■> [0,f] YK       '     v '
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The first term can be written, using Fubini's theorem followed by a change of

variables and another application of Fubini's theorem, as

JlVJ *>• JlMWJ *' + T) W * = -fieri *» /[o,f, » - r> <^> Ä

This combined with (1.7) gives (1.6), and the proof of Lemma 1.1 is complete.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now quite straightforward, and we shall only

give the following short outline of it. To prove that p. G PD[0, °°) implies

v G PD(-<*>, «•) one first uses the fact that the convolution in (1.3) is invariant

under translations of <¿> (i.e. if <ps(t) = <p(t ~ s), then y?s * Tp  = <p * 7p) to get a

function (pT with support in [0, 271 > ana< then one completes the proof using

Lemma 1.1 and the density of V(0, 27) in L2(0, 27). For the proof of the con-

verse part one needs the fact that v G PD(-°°, °°) implies v = v (this follows

from [22, p. 275], and also from Theorem 1.2 below, since by this theorem P

is real). This means that formula (1.4) expresses v in terms of p, and the posi-

tive definiteness of ju now follows immediately from Lemma 1.1, because C[0, T]

CL2(-T, T).

The class PD(-°°, °°) is equivalent to a subclass of Schwartz's positive defi-

nite distributions, i.e. the positive definite distributions of order zero. It is clear

from (1.3) and [22, p. 275] that PD(-<*>, °°) is contained in the class of positive

definite distributions of order zero (replace the function y by its complex conju-

gate), and using the density of V(~T, 7) in L2(-T, 7) it is easy to show that

every positive definite distribution of order zero is in PD(-°°, °°). Thus the posi-

tive definite measures can be characterized in the following way (see [22, pp.

275-276]; B' is the class of bounded distributions, in particular B' C S'):

Theorem 1.2 (Schwartz).   A measure v G M(-°°, °°) is positive definite

if and only ifvEß' and v G P(-°°, »).

This theorem also remains true if one replaces 'V G 8'" by "v G S'".

Combining Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 one immediately gets (note that by [22,

p. 251] and (1.4), £=2Re{jû}):

Corollary 1.1. A measure p. G Af [0, °°) is positive definite if and only if

/z G B' and Re{i> G P(-<*>, °°).

The mere fact that i£S'n P(-°°, °°) whenever v G PD(-°°, °°) imposes a

growth condition on v (see [22, p. 242] ). However, exploiting also the fact that

v is of order zero in a neighborhood of { 0} one gets a much sharper bound on

the size of v:

Proposition 1.1.   Given e, tj > 0 there exists K(e, tj) > 0 such that for

every v G PD(-°°, °°),
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(1.8) sup     i((cj-e,co + e))<Ä:(e,i?)li'l((-T?,Tj)).
— 00<QJ<00

In particular, vE B'.

This bound is essentially the same as in [2, p. 60].

Proof of Proposition 1.1.   Fix e, t? > 0. Pick any ̂  G S such that ip

> 0, <p > 1 in (-e, e) and ¿G £>(-t?, 17) (e.g. take \p E P(-t?/2, t?/2) with

¿(0) ¥= 0, define ̂ , = \¡/ * ̂  (cf. [20, Theorem 7.2(c)] and [22, p. 251]), and

then put íp\t) = X2^j(X/) for a sufficiently large number X [20, Theorem

7.2(d)]). Define AT = supjlftr)!. Then

K(-e, e)) «ip, P> « & *> <irb*KC-q* »?))•

This bound does not change if one translates ?, and so (1.8) is true with K(e, tj)

= K. That v E B' follows immediately from the fact that (1.8) is invariant under

translations of v [22, p. 205].

2. Strictly positive definite measures. A certain subclass of the positive

definite measures has an interesting property (Theorem 2.1 below), which has

some implications for the theory on the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of

a nonlinear Volterra equation. Specializing to the case of an integrable function

a one has the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1.   Let <p E L°°(0, °°). Let a E L1 (0, °°) satisfy Re{â(w)} > 0

(-00 < (j < 00). Moreover, suppose that

(2.1) sup Relj*y(t) Jj <p(t-T)a(j)drdt\<~.

Define the translates <ps of ip by

\<p(t + s),    t>-s,

t<-s.

Then <ps—*-0 weak* in L°°(-°°, °°) as s —* °°.  If in addition <p is uniformly

continuous on [0, °°), then ¡p(t) —*■ 0 as t —* °°.

Remark 2.1. The statement about weak* convergence in L00^-00, °°) is

equivalent to the following:  for every b E ¿!(0, °°),

J_1 *(-') *,(') dt = J7 *(* - fM0 dt-+0      (s —~).

The proof of Lemma 2.1 is essentially the same as the proof of Lemma 1

in [21] ; extend a to (-», °°) as in Theorem 1.1, apply Lemma 1.1, then continue

the proof as in [21, §4], and finally use two different versions of Wiener's tau-

berian theorem [20, Theorem 9.7(a)-(b)].
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Remark 22.   It follows from Corollary 1.1 that the measure induced by a

function aELl(Q,<*>) (dp(i) = a(t) dt) is positive definite if and only if

Re{a(co)}> 0  (-°° < w < °°). Whenever a locally integrable function induces

a positive definite measure, we shall henceforth also call this function positive

definite.

Remark 2.3.  It is not hard to see that the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 does

not necessarily hold if the condition Re{â(co)} > 0 is relaxed to Re{2(co)} > 0

(-oo < w < oo). The function a(t) = 0 provides a trivial example. A less trivial

example is the following (cf. [11, Theorem 1]):  Take

U-r,  0</<l,
a(t) = { {p(t) = e2ltit, t>0.

(0,      t>l,
Then

{tt,    w = 0,
Re{2(co)} = <

((l/w2)(l-cosw),    co*0,

is nonnegative, but not strictly positive everywhere. A short computation yields

Re{Sle~2Ht JÓ «***^)<f)**}-¿     (T> 1),

so (2.1) is satisfied. This shows that the assumption Re{â(cj)} > 0 (-°° < co <

°°) is indeed essential.

Our present objective is to improve Lemma 2.1 by removing the integrabil-

ity condition a G ¿'(0, °°), i.e. we would like to replace the function a by a

measure p G M[0, °°). In the view of Remarks 2.2—2.3 it seems natural to require

that p be positive definite, and in addition that the derivative of Re{/x} with re-

spect to a Lebesgue measure (i.e. the "density function"), be strictly positive in

some sense. There is an almost trivial way of generalizing Lemma 2.1 to a class

of "strictly positive definite" measures (Definition 2.1 and Theorem 2.1 below),

but it is not immediately clear what this means in terms of Fourier transforms.

However, we show below that this leads to a very natural subclass of positive

definite measures, i.e. strict positive definiteness of p is equivalent to strict posi-

tivity of Re{£} in the appropriate sense. We shall also give a theorem on the

strict positive definiteness of nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex functions.

Definition 2.1.   A measure p G M[0, °°) is strictly positive definite (p G

SPD[0, oo)) if there exists a function i6¿'(0,») with Re{b(u>)} > 0 (-» <

w < °°), such that the measure X defined by d\(t) = dp(t) - b(t)dt (t > 0) is

positive definite.

Theorem 2.1.   Let ip G ¿°°(0, °°), and let pESPD[0,°°). Moreover,

suppose that
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(2.2) rsuP Re { i[0,r] *) Sl0tt] «f - r) Mr) dt) < ~.

Define the translates \ps of <p as in Lemma 2.1.    Then tps —► 0 weak* in

Z,°°(-°°, °°) as s —*■ °° (see Remark 2.1). If in addition <p is uniformly continuous

on [0, °°), then <p(t) —*■ 0 as t —» °°.

In order to prove Theorem 2.1 it suffices to apply Lemma 2.1 with the

function a replaced by the function b, given in Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.1 leads to a very short proof of Theorem 2.1, but it leaves

one question open:  When is it possible to find such a function bl This problem

can be solved in a satisfactory way (Theorem 2.2 below).

Definition 2.2.   A measure a E M(-°°, °°) is strictly positive at a point

co // there exists e > 0 such that the measure ae defined by dae(t) = da(t) - edt

is positive in (co - e, co + e). A measure a E M(-°°, «>) is strictly positive (a G

SP(-°°, °°)) if it is strictly positive at every point co G (-°°, <»).

Remark 2.4. Strict positivity of a at the point co essentially means that

the derivative of a with respect to Lebesgue measure is bounded away from zero

in a neighborhood of co. Clearly SP(~°°, °°) C P(-°°, °°).

Theorem 2.2. A measure ¡x E M[0, °°) is strictly positive definite if and

only iffiE B' and Re {¿¡} G SP(-°°, °°).

The "only if part follows trivially from Definition 2.1 combined with Cor-

ollary 1.1. The nontrivial part of the proof is based on the following lemma,

which we state for later use in a slightly more general form than is needed in the

proof of Theorem 2.2.

Lemma 2.2.  Let /x G PD[0, °°), and let £2 C (-°°, °°) be the set where

Re {£} is strictly positive.   Then there exists ¡pE S such that ¿(co) > 0 (co G

Í2), ip\ui) = 0 (co £ Í2), and the measure X defined by d\(t) = dp(f) - <p(t) dt

(t > 0) is positive definite.

The proof of Lemma 2.2 is given in §3.

The "if part of Theorem 2.2 now follows immediately. Let i¿> be the func-

tion in Lemma 2.2, and define b(t) = <p(t) (t > 0), b(t) = 0 (t < 0). Then

Re {b} = Viip (ip is real, and so ip = Ip, which means that (p(t) = b(t) + b(t)

(t * 0), see [22, p. 251]). Thus Re {S(co)} > 0 (co G ft = (-<», «,)), and b

serves as the function required in Definition 2.1.

The following theorem is essentially a special case of Corollary 1.1 and

Theorem 2.2:

Theorem 2.3. Let a be a nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex function

on (0, °°) satisfying aELx(0, 1). Then a is positive definite. Such a function
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a is strictly positive definite if and only if there exists no T > 0 such that a is

linear in all the intervals (nT, (n + l)T) (n = 0, 1, 2,. .. ).

In view of Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 2.2 one can consider Theorem 2.3 as

a reformulation of a known result [5, p. 546] (the real part of the distribution

Fourier transform â equals the function Re {A(icJ)} (co ̂  0) in [5] plus a posi-

tive point mass at {0} whenever a(°°) > 0). For a different version using strong

positive definiteness, see [18, Corollary 2.2] and also the counterexample in [18,

§4], exhibiting a strictly positive definite, nonnegative, nonincreasing and convex

function which is not strongly positive definite. Comparing [18, Corollary 2.2]

and Theorem 2.3 above it may of course be remarked that the measure da'(t) is

purely singular in a very special way (a sum of point masses) whenever a is piece-

wise linear.

3. Proof of Lemma 2.2. Define v as in (1.4). Then Re {p.} = Viv. Using

Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 we can then clearly rewrite Lemma 2.2 in the following

form:

Lemma 2.2a. Let v G PD(-°o, °°), and let £2 be the set where v is strictly

positive.  Then there exists \¡/ G S such that i//(co) > 0 (co G Í2), \¡j(u) = 0 (co

£ Í2), and the measure a defined by da(t) = dv(t) - 4>(t)dt (-« < t < °°) is

positive.

(As compared to Lemma 2.2,  $ = íp, and a = 2 Re {X}.)

Proof of Lemma 22a. We claim that there exist a countable collection

of open intervals /;- and a sequence of numbers e;- > 0 such that (m stands for

Lebesgue measure):

(0    Ü   '/ = «.

(3.1) (ü) 0 - efm> 0 in Ij     (-°°</<°°),

(iii) /, ni.nik=0 (iïjik* i).

(iv) each interval has finite length.

It is clear from Definition 2.2 that f2 is open, and thus £2 is a countable union of

disjoint open intervals.  Since a countable union of countable collections of inter-

vals is countable, it suffices to construct the intervals I, in the special case when

Í2 is an open interval, say Í2 = (a, ß) (-oo < a < ß < °°). This can be done as

follows:  Define e(w) = sup{ el? - em > 0 in (w - e, co + e)} (-oo < co < °°).

Then it is easy to show that le(coj) -e(co2)l < Icoj - co21, i.e. e is continuous.

Also e(co) > 0 (co G Í2). Take an arbitrary point co0 G (a, ß), and define
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e0 = &e(co0), û0 = co0-e0, f30 = co0 + e0, I0 = (a0,ß0),

e1=%e(ß0), o¡! =max{co0,/30-e1},/31 = ß0 + e1, Ii =(<*!,ßj,

and then recursively ("progressing to the right")

e/+ ! = lieflJy), aj+ , = max [ßhl, ßj - ej+,},

ß/+i=ß, + e/+l,   //+1=(a/+1,ß/+1)     0>1).

We define /• for negative / ("progressing to the left") by

e;_, = Jiety), 0,., - min {a/+ ,, a, + ehl},

<*,_, = «, - eM,   /,_, = (a,..,, /?,_,)     0' < 0).

It follows immediately that (3.1)(ii)-(iv) are satisfied. Also clearly U/L-~^/ *s

an open subinterval of (a, ß). It then only remains to show that

lim a<a,     lim ß,>ß.

So suppose to get a contradiction, that lim^«» ßj = y < ß. This implies that

liny*.. (ßj+1 - ßj) = xh lim^«, e(ßj) = 0, and thus by continuity, e(y) = 0. But

this contradicts the fact that e(co) > 0 (co G (a, ß)). In the same way one proves

that ]iir\j_y_QO a.j < a.

Once we have the intervals /;- satisfying (3.1) the rest of the construction

is quite straightforward. Choose functions \j/j E S such that ^(co) = 0 (co £

Ij), 0 < fy(co) < Vie¡ (co G Ij) (/ = 0, ± 1, . . . ).  Since for every fixed /, the

function 8\jjj —*■ 0 in S as the scalar 5 —> 0 we can pick 5;., 0 < Sy < 1, such

that

(3.2) d(8/*/,0)<r1'1     (/ = 0,±1,...),

where d stands for an invariant metric in S (see [20, Theorem 7.4(a)] ; invariance

means that d(<p¡, <p2) = d(<pt - <p2, 0)   (<p1, >p2 E S)).    Define i// by \p =

^J°=_ao 8j\pj. This sum converges in S by (3.2), and it follows immediately from

the construction that 4/ has all the desired properties, in particular, no point of

Í2 is covered by more than two intervals, and i//(co) < max{ey, efc} for uEIj

H Ik. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2a.

4. Laplace transforms of positive definite measures. Since every ß E

PD[0, »o) is a tempered distribution (Corollary 1.1), we can define the distribu-

tion Laplace transform ß* of ß (see [23, p. 223]):

ß*(s) = (es,ß)    (sGII = {sGClRes>0}),

where es(t) = e~" (-°° < t < °°).  By [23, Theorem 8.3.2], ß* is analytic in IL
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Theorem 2 in [18] generalizes easily to the present situation:

Theorem 4.1. Let p G M[0, oo) n S '.   Then the following statements are

equivalent:

(i) pePD[0,oo),

(ii) Re{p*(s)}>0 (sE 11),

(iii) lim inflan Re {p*(s)} > 0.

The last statement means explicitly (911 is the boundary of FI):

liminf Re{p*(s)}>0    (-°° < co < «>),
î->iua£n

liminf Re{p*(s)}>0.
iii-*~iren

The proof of this theorem, like the proofs of Lemma 4.1, Theorem 4.2 and

Corollary 4.1 below, will be given in §5.

Remark 4.1.   Nohel and Shea [18] write (iii) in a slightly weaker form,

taking advantage of an additional smoothness and growth condition on p [18,

line (1.1)].

Sometimes Laplace transforms are easier to compute than Fourier trans-

forms; in particular it may happen that the Laplace transforms converge in the

classical sense for every s G II (this is assumed throughout in [18]).  In this case

the criteria (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 4.1 can be quite useful. There also exists a

condition similar to Theorem 4.1 (iii) which is equivalent to strict positive defi-

niteness.  In this connection it is helpful to know that Re {p*} has nontangential

limits a.e. on the imaginary axis:  Pick any a > 0, and define

(A\\ u(co) = lim Re{p*(ï + ir})}
^•lJ î->0 + ;lw-r)l<otÇ

whenever this limit exists. We then have

Lemma 4.1.   Let p G PD[0, °°).   Then «(co) as defined in (4.1) exists for

almost every co G (-oo, oo).

Remark 4.2.   The function u in (4.1) is actually a.e. equal to the (mea-

sure theoretic) derivative of Re {p.} with respect to Lebesgue measure, i.e. it is

a.e. equal to the derivative of the absolutely continuous part of Re {p}.   We

omit the proof of this fact since we shall not need it explicitly below.

Theorem 4.2.  Let p G PD[0, °o), and define u as in (4.1).  Then the fol-

lowing two conditions are equivalent:

(i) p G SPD [O,«»),

(ii) for every co G (-oo, oo) there exists e > 0 such that u> e a.e. in (co -

e, co + e).
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Corollary 4.1.  Let p E PD[0, °o). Define

u(co)=    liminf   Re{/i*(s)}    (-oo<coO)
í-*íu>;sen

(i.e. including tangential approach).  Then p G SPD[0, °°) if and only if i<co) >

0 (-oo<co<oo).

The corresponding result with strict positive definiteness replaced by strong

positive definiteness (and the measure p absolutely continuous and satisfying the

very mild growth condition [18, line (1.1)]) is given in [18, Corollary 2.1].

5. Proofs of Theorems 4.1-4.2, Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. The equivalence between (ii) and (iii) follows

directly from the maximum modulus principle for harmonic functions. The equiv-

alence between (i) and (ii) can be proved as in [18], but by using Theorems 1.1 and

1,2 together with [2, Theorems 1-2] we can give a shorter proof.

Let p be the given measure, and define v by(1.4). Take any £ > 0, and

define p% E M[0, o°) n S ', i>£ G M(-oo, ~) n S ' by dp¿t) = e^dpQ) (t > 0),

dv^(t) = e~*lf ̂ dv(t) (-o° < / < oo). Then v^= p^+ /T£. Thus v¡. is given by

the function

(5.1)    ^(co) = 2Re {m£(co)} = 2Re {p*(i- + /co)}    (£ > 0, — < co < °°)

(see [22, p. 251] and [23, p. 224]).

Now suppose that (i) holds. Theorem 1.1 then tells us that v E PD(-oo,oo).

Apply [2, Theorem 1] (which by the same proof as in [2] is valid also for positive

definite measures) to conclude that i>£ EPD(-°o, oo) g > o). Combining this with

(5.1) and Theorem 1.2 we find that (ii) is satisfied.

Conversely, suppose that (ii) holds. Theorem 1.2 and (5.1) then imply that

v¡. EPD(-oo, oo) (| > o). Now use [2, Theorem 2] (which also is valid for positive

definite measures by the same proof as in [2] ) to get v E PD(-°o, o°), and Theorem

1.1 then tells us that (ii) is satisfied.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. By Theorem 4.1, Re {ju*} is a positive harmonic func-

tion on II. Map II conformally onto the unit disk with a linear fractional transfor-

mation h (e.g. h(z) = h~l(z) = (1 -z)(l + z)-1). Then the functions = Re {p*}°

A-1 is a positive harmonic function on the unit disk. This means that g can be writ-

ten as the Poisson integral of a positive measure on the unit circle [19, Theorem

11.19]. Thus g has nontangential limits a.e. on the unit circle [7, p. 34]. Writing

Re {p*} = g° h, and using the fact that h is conformai, we then find that the limit

in (4.1) exists for almost every co G (-oo, »), as claimed in Lemma 4.1.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. First suppose that (i) holds. Then by Theorem

4.1, Definition 2.1, and the fact that b ELx(0, oo) (b given by Definition 2.1),

lim inf    Re {p*(s)} > Re { S(co)}    ( -oo < co < «>).
s->íoj;sen
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The function Re [b] is strictly positive and continuous, and so (ii) is satisfied.

Next we turn to the converse part, and suppose that (ii) holds. Define /j£ as

in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (£ > 0). It is an easy, although somewhat tedious,

exercise to show that ju£ —► ß in S' as % —* 0+. Taking Fourier transforms this

means that j3ç —► ß in S', so in particular Re {¿{} —* Re {ß} in S'(% —*■ 0+).

Choose any nonnegative <¿> G V. Then by Theorem 4.1(h), (4.1), (5.1) and Fatou's

lemma,

/"• ! c°° a.V<co)u(co) dcj < lim   !      <p(co) Re {ßJof)}dcj = <v>, Re {£}>.
t-»o+"'~~

This means that the measure X defined by d\(t) = d[Re {/}}] (t) - u(t)dt (-°° < t <

°°) is positive, and so by (ii) and Definition 2.2, Re {ß} E SP(-<*>, <*>). Theorem 2.2

then tells us that (i) is satisfied.

Proof of Corollary 4.1. That ß E SPD [0, °°) implies u(co) > 0 (-<» < co

< °°) is proved exactly as in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.2. Conversely,

the function v is lower semicontinuous, and so it assumes its minimum on every

compact interval. This together with the condition u(co) > 0 (-°° < co < °°) im-

plies that the function u defined in (4.1) satisfies Theorem 4.2(h), and thus ß E

SPD[0,oo).

6. Applications to nonlinear Volterra equations. We shall now apply the

theory developed in §1-5 to the nonlinear Volterra integrodifferential equation

(6.1) x'(t) + /        g(x(t- t))dß(T)=f(t)  (0 < t <°°);   x(0) = x0.

Here g and/are real-valued functions, ß is a real, locally finite measure,x0 is a real

constant, and x is the unknown solution, which is required to be locally absolutely

continuous, and satisfy (6.1) a.e. We are basically interested in the asymptotic be-

havior of x(t) as t —* °°. Uniqueness of the solution is not assumed.

The following theorem gives the existence and boundedness of solutions of

(6.1):

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that

(6.2) m e/© [O,"),

(6.3) gEC(-oo,°o),    fELx(0,<->),

(6-4)      \g^\<K(l + ICft)I)  (-°o<Ç<oo), inf     G(|)>-oo,

where G(%) = f¡¡ g(v)dr] (-°° < % < o°), and K is some positive constant. Then (6.1)

has at least one solution on [0, °°), and for any solution x the function g°xis

bounded.  If also lim sup^±oeGQ) = °°, then all the solutions of (6.1) are

bounded.
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This theorem is proved exactly as [18, Theorem l(i)] »except that by

(6.2) the proof of [18, line (2.4)] becomes trivial. It contains [18, Theorem l(i)]

as a special case (see [18, Theorem 2], and also Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 4.1

above; it is a trivial exercise to show that it suffices to take real-valued functions

<p in (1.1) whenever p is real). Our smoothness condition on the kernel, i.e. the

measure p, is somewhat weaker, and we have also removed the growth condition

on the kernel found in [18, line (1.1)]. For a discussion of earlier results we refer

the reader to [18].

Our next theorem concerns the existence of lim^,» g(x(t)):

Theorem 6.2. Let (6.3) hold. In addition, suppose that

(6.5) pESPD[0,oo),

and that

(6.6) x G ¿"(O,«-)

is a solution of (6.1) on [0, °°). Define the translates tps of g °xby

\g(x(t + s)),    t>-s,

(0, t<-s.

Then <ps—+0 weak* in L°"(-°°, °°) as s —► °o (cf Remark 2.1). If moreover x is

uniformly continuous on [0, °o), then lim^^ g(x(t)) = 0.

To prove Theorem 6.2 it suffices to show that (2.2) holds with ip = g°x,

which can be done exactly as in [21], and then to apply Theorem 2.1 (note that

uniform continuity of x together with (6.3) and (6.6) implies uniform continuity

of g o x).

This theorem extends [18, Theorem 1(h)]. Our assumption on the kernel

is weaker, in particular we do not need the growth condition [18, line (1.4)] on

Re {p.} (cf. Theorem 4.2 and Remark 4.2 above). Additional conclusions concern-

ing the existence of limits of x(t) and x'(t) as t —> ~ can be obtained as in [18] by

restricting the growth of p at infinity.

The following theorem gives sufficient conditions, weaker than in [18,

Theorem 1 (ii)] (see Proposition 6.1 below) for the solution x to be uniformly

continuous on [0, °°) (as in Theorems 6.1-6.2 all functions and measures are

real-valued):

Theorem 63.  Let (6.3) hold. In addition, suppose that

(6.7) dp(t) = d\(t) + a(t)dt    (t>0),

where
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(6-8) XG/»Z?[0,°°),    IXl([0,oo))<ooj

(6.9) aGC[0,oo)nPD[0,oo),

and let x be a solution of (6.1) satisfying (6.6).  Then x is uniformly continuous

on [0, °°).

Proof of Theorem 63.  Define ip = g ° x, and rewrite (6.1) in the form

(6.10) x'(t) = - f[ot] tfr - r) d\(T) -Jo' <p(t - tXt) dr + f(t)      (t > 0).

By (6.3) and (6.6), supf>0 \ip(t)\ < °°, and together with (6.8) this implies that

the first term in (6.10) is bounded. That the integral of the last term in (6.10)

is uniformly continuous follows from (6.3). Thus it suffices to show that

sup   f <p(t - t)u(t) dr
r>o K°

<oo.

To do this, one first argues as in [21] to show that (2.2) holds. Then by (6.7)-

(6.8),

sup f   <p(t) f1 & - r)a(r) drdt<<
r>o-;o -'o

•T

Theorem 6.3 is now a consequence of

Lemma 6.1.   Let tp be locally integrable on [0, °o), and suppose that (6.9)

holds.   Then for every T<°°,

(6.11) Jo tfT - T)a(T) dA   < 2a(0) Jo <^(i)/0 rf.t - t)o(t) dr dt.

We have formulated this lemma for real functions a and ip. A complex

version could also be given.

Proof of Lemma 6.1. Define b as the even extension of a to (-°°, °°).

Then by (6.9) and Theorem 1.1, b E C(-<*>, «>) n PD(-<*>, «>). It then follows

from Bochner's theorem [1, p. 326] that

(6.12) b(t) m ± J~m e'»' db(a>)     (~°° < t < °°),

where the measure b is positive and finite, i.e. b((-°°, °°)) < °°. Fix T> 0. De-

fine tpT(t) = <p(t) (0 < t < 7), <pT(t) -0 (t < 0 or t > T), and let Q(T) denote

the integral

•T

'0  U'J0

Then by Lemma 1.1 and Fubini's theorem,

-T  rt

(6.13) Q(T) = Jor tiOfl fit - r)a(T) dr dt.

Q(T) = K Jo ftT <p{typ(t - T)b(T) drdt m % j^ (<pT*$T)(T)b(T) dr.
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Thus, using also (6.12), [20, Theorem 7.2(c)], [22, p. 251] and Fubini's theo-

rem,

(6.14) 0(7) - ¿ /I I¿r(")|2 db(u)-

We now leave this expression for a while, and instead turn to the left-hand

side of (6.11). Clearly
•T

f  tfT-TXT)dT = dpT*b)(T).
■J O

But ($T * è)(7) = (l/2ir) C etuT!p1J(oj) db(cj) (the proof of this is only based

on (6.12), Fubini's theorem and a change of variables), so one finds that

I/,T^T-TXr)dr\2=-^
4tt

4tt

i~yuT*TÍ<>>)db(<¿)\

ja [H ^r(w)1 *(«)] 2 < ¿T *((-~. -))/_". '^r(w)l2 ¿¿(co).

where we have also applied Holder's inequality. Combining this with (6.12)-

(6.14) we get (6.11), and the proof of Lemma 6.1 is complete.

Although it is not immediately obvious, the conditions (6.7)-(6.9) are

weaker than the corresponding conditions in [18, Theorem l(ii)] :

Proposition 6.1. Let p E PD [0, °°) be of the form

(6.15) dp(t) = da(t) + b(t) dt    (t > 0)

where

(6.16) |ffl([0,oo))<oo,

(6.17) bEBV[0,oo).

Then p can be written in the form (6.7)-(6.9), with the function a being the

restriction to the positive real axis of an entire function.

Proof of Proposition 6.1.  Take y E S such that ¿ G V(~2, 2), ¿(0) =

1, and 0 < <3(co) < 1 (-2 < co < 2). Define v as in (1.4), and then define a(f)

= (<p* z>)(r) (t > 0). By Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.2, [20, Theorem 7.19(c)]

and [20, Theorem 7.22(a)] the function a has all the desired properties, i.e. a G

C[0, oo) n PD[0, oo), and a is the restriction to the positive real axis of an entire

function. Thus it only remains to show that the measure v - if) * v is finite and

positive definite (then restrict this measure to the positive real axis as in Theo-

rem 1.1). However, the positive definiteness of v - y * v follows immediately

from Theorem 1.2 combined with [20, Theorem 7.19(c)] and the fact that

ifXu) < 1 (-oo < co < °°), so we only have to prove that the measure v - <p * v

is finite. Define rj = a + a. Then by (6.16) and an application of Fubini's
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theorem the measure r¡ - <p * 77 is finite, and thus by (6.15) it suffices to show

that the function

d(t) = c(t) - J^ <p(t - t)c(t) dr     (-00 < t < <*>)

is integrable, where c is the even extension of b to (-°°, °°). Using the fact that

X!L <p(s)ds = 1 (which is equivalent to ¡p(0) =1) and an integration by parts one

can write d(t) in all points of continuity of c as the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral

d(f)=r  Ht~r)dc(T),
9/ —00

where $(t) = - ¡L >&) ds (t < 0), ty(f) = Ç <p(s) ds (t > 0). But ip G

L1 (-<*>, »=>), and so d EL1 (~°°,°°) (use Fubini's theorem once more). The proof

of Proposition 6.1 is complete.
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